Photo Gallery - D. A. Agius

1. A jūbbāt (characterized by its upright stem and transom stern) in Yousef Al-Majid’s dhowyard at the Amiriyya, in Doha, Qatar (1992)

2. Examining rock carvings at Jabal al-Jussasiyya, northern Qatar: D. A. Agius with Jassem Al Rais, Assistant Head of the Department of Museum and Antiquities (Doha) and Khamis Supervisor of Antiquities (Khor) (1992)

3. Skeleton of a shūz in Ibrahim Bu Haroon’s dhowyard at Umm Al Quwain (United Arab Emirates) (1996)

4. Two dhowworkers measuring the karwa (a semi-oval design at the bottom of the stern to fit a shaft and propeller) at Seif Mohammed Al Qaizi dhowyard in Dubai (United Arab Emirates) (1996)

5. The fishing shūz: background Portuguese fort at Mina Khasab, Musandam Peninsula, Oman (1996)

6. A wrecked mehmel (a general term for a coastal fishing or ocean-going dhow) at Harat Al Sheikh near Sohar, Oman (1996)

7. A ghanja, a Suri deep-sea dhow distinguished by its carved stempost and the square-shaped stern with a high poop (1996)

8. D. A. Agius interviewing Abu Khamis at Al Butteen dhowyard in Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates) (1977)

9. Discovery of an Islamic tombstone at Qalhat, SE Oman (1977)

10. A palm-tree fibre beach canoe, shqīha, operated by oars, near Sohar, Oman (1997)
